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Disclaimer
In this disclaimer provision:
“Crown” means Her Majesty the Queen in right of the Province of Alberta;
“Minister” means the Minister responsible for the department of Alberta Environment and Parks;
“Their employees” means and includes each, any and every officer, employee, servant and agent of either
or both Crown and the Minister and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, and includes employees
of the Crown and the Minister employed in Alberta Environment and Parks.
“EDS” means the Electronic Disposition System and all programs, hardware, documentation, functions and
services forming a part thereof or associate therewith.
The Crown, the Minister and their employees and the contractors and technical advisors of the aforesaid:
(a)

Make no warranty or representation, whether expressed or implied, to any person with respect to
this material or documentation of EDS or as to the service, performance, quality, merchantability or
fitness of any part of the aforesaid for any purpose; and

(b)

Shall not be liable for any action, damages or claims, whether occasioned by negligence or
otherwise, that any person, user, Subscriber or any employees of the aforesaid may hereafter have,
allege or become entitled to (including but not limited to any claim of third-party contribution of
indemnity, any economic or moral loss, or direct, immediate, special, indirect or consequential
damages which do, may, or are alleged to arise as a result of:

(i)

The use of this material or documentation or EDS or any service connection - therewith; or

(ii)

Any error or omissions in data or any loss or partial loss of data or incomplete retrieval of
information, even if any or all of the Crown, the Minister or their employees were advised of
the possibility of such risk, action, claims or damages, including damages sustained or actions
brought by third parties and claims made against the Subscriber by third parties.

The entire risk of loss relating to or associated with the quality and performance of EDS and any product
and results thereof shall be assumed by the Subscriber and by any other user of EDS.
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Aggregate Land Review Request
(ALR) Overview

ALR is not a formal disposition under PLAR. It is a process, which initiates a land review on public land to
determine if the land is suitable to be allocated for an aggregate operation.
It will also determine the method of allocation:


Tender process



Public Pit process or



Over 80 acre Bonus Bid process

A Tender process will trigger the Aggregate Unit to place a PNT on the land.
ALR can be applied for the following Purpose/Activity Types in EDS: “Surface Materials – Gravel”, “Surface
Materials – Sand”, “Surface Materials – Sand and Gravel”, “Surface Materials – Silica Sand”, “Surface
Materials – Sand and Gravel in Peril”.

1.1 Hours of Operation
The EDS System is available weekdays and weekends including statutory holidays from 5:30 a.m. to
11:30p.m. However, it is unsupported or could experience some system downtime due to maintenance
during weekends or statutory holidays.
The EDS support help desk is available weekdays from 8:15 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., with the exception of
statutory holidays.

1.2 Support
To report problems, kindly reference the table below.
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Disposition Code and Description

Corresponding Regulatory Body and
Contact Information

ALR – Aggregate Land Review Request
DLO - License of Occupation

AEP support helpdesk email:
EDS.Support@gov.ab.ca

DML - Miscellaneous Lease

AEP telephone:

DMS - Mineral Surface Lease

780 427-3570 or 780 422-2079

DPI - Pipeline Installation Lease

Availability:

DPL - Pipeline Agreement

Weekdays from 8:15a.m. to 4:30p.m., except
statutory holidays

EZE - Easement
REA - Rural Electric Association Easement
REC - Recreational Lease
SMC - Surface Material License
SME - Surface Material Exploration
SML - Surface Material Lease
VCE - Vegetation Control Easement
LOC - License of Occupation

AER support helpdesk email:

MLL - Miscellaneous Lease

inquiries@aer.ca

MSL - Mineral Surface Lease

AER telephone:

PIL - Pipeline Installation Lease

1-855-297-8311

PLA - Pipeline Agreement
RVC - Vegetation Control Easement
Table 1 – Disposition Types by Regulator

In your e-mail, provide the following:
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Steps taken along with screenshots showing values entered



What happened / what was the error



What you expected to happen instead.
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Quick Start: How do I submit an ALR
Application in EDS?

This quick start section illustrates the basic steps involved in submitting an ALR application.
The ALR Application workflow includes the following steps, and is covered in sections below:


Logging into EDS.



Accessing the Public Land Disposition Applications module.



Editing the Contact page.



Editing the Application page.



Uploading supporting attachments i.e., (encrypted plan package, LAT report and Land Standing
report).



Editing the Land page where applicable.



Perusing the Disposition Application Confirmation page.



Agreeing with the "Terms of Use and Disclaimer”.

2.1 Logging into EDS
To submit an ALR application, login to EDS at:


SecureXNET - EDS

You will be directed to the SecureXNET page displayed below.
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Figure 1 - SecureXNET Login Page

1.

Click on the link with the caption the Electronic Disposition System.

2.

You will be directed to another window where you should enter your SecureXNET username and
password.

3.

Select GoA Client as Account Type.

4.

Click on the Login button to proceed to the EDS homepage.

2.2 Accessing the Public Land Disposition Applications
module
Expand the Application Submissions category button, clicking on Public Land Disposition Applications
module.

10
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Figure 2 – Accessing the Public Land Disposition Applications module

1.

Click to launch the Public Land Disposition Applications module.

Figure 3 – Create Application for Surface Disposition page in EDS

2.

Since ALR does not support associated disposition application options, Single selection is made here.

3.

Select ALR as type of disposition.

4.

Choose any of the five eligible purpose/activity descriptions enabled for ALR submissions. For this
illustration, I am selecting “Surface Materials – Silica Sand”.

5.

Click Next.
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2.3 Editing the Contact page

Figure 4 - Edit Contact Page

6.

12

Ensure your contact details are accurate, edit fields where applicable then click Next again.
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2.4 Editing the Application page

Figure 5 - Edit Application Page

7.

Type in your Client ID, then hit the tab button on your keyboard. Instantly, the other fields become
active.

8.

Enter your telephone number and fax number if available.

9.

Type in your email address where confirmation of the ALR application submission will be delivered.
Fill in other fields that are relevant to your project i.e., Project Name and Applicant File Number.

10. Type in the Confirmation Number generated from the Plan Confirmation Service.
11. Answer the Question “Does this application impact wetlands?” If Yes is selected, the user will have
the option to attach either a Wetland Assessment Impact Report (WAIR) or a Wetland Assessment
Impact Form (WAIF) as this becomes an optional attachment. Only one of the two can be attached
and not both.
12. Indicate if lands located are within the 1:100 year flood plain. You may opt to include some remarks in
the field below, which is relevant to your ALR application.
13. Click Next to advance to the “Upload Attachments” page.
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Note:

No First Nations Consultation is required on an ALR application submission.

2.5 Uploading supporting attachments

Figure 6 - Upload Attachments page

14. Attach the encrypted package (.enc file) downloaded from the Plan Confirmation Service.
15. Attach the LAT report.
16. Attach the Land Standing report.
17. Select either the Wetland Assessment Impact Report or Wetland Assessment Impact Form – these
attachment options are visible only if Yes was answered to the question “Does this application impact
wetlands?” However it is an optional attachment.
18. Click Next to proceed to the Edit Land page.

14
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Note:


Purpose/Activity description on the LAT report attached for the ALR application submission must
match the purpose/activity description of the ALR application being made.

2.6 Editing the Land page

Figure 7 - Edit Land page

19. EDS will automatically extract the land list from the encrypted package uploaded. You will have to
peruse the land list and add/delete portions of land to reflect boundaries of the site, the project is
located on.

20. Click on the Next button to advance to the Disposition Application Confirmation page.
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2.7 Dispositions Application Confirmation page

Figure 8 - Perusing the Dispositions Application Confirmation page

At any point on this page, you may click on the Edit links (in blue text) to be directed to the section page
where corrections can be made on the data supplied on the web form otherwise if data on display is
accurate, then:

21. Click on Next button to advance to the ‘Terms of Use and Disclaimer’ page.

16
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2.8 Application Agreement page

Figure 9 - Application Agreement page

22. Read the disclaimer and once satisfied, click on ‘I Agree and Submit’ button. The ALR number is issued
with a confirmation email and the ALR application form attached sent to the applicant’s email address.

Figure 10 - Sample Confirmation email of ALR Application receipt
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The Aggregate unit will review the application and once processed, the applicant will have a period of
45 days for which to use the ALR number in support of an SME, SMC or SML application.

18
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Submitting an SML Disposition
Application using an approved ALR
Activity number

In this chapter, I will be submitting an SML Disposition application using the ALR activity number issued in
Chapter 2.
From Figure 10, ALR170003 was issued which will be used in support of an SML Disposition Application.

1.

Just as seen in


Figure 2 – Accessing the Public Land Disposition Applications module

Click on Public Land Disposition Applications module from the EDS home page to initiate a SML Disposition
Application submission.

Figure 11 - Create Application for Surface Disposition Page (SML)

2.

Application Options can be either Single or Associated Application e.g., SML and DLO. For illustrative
purposes, I am opting for a Single Application.

3.

Select SML as disposition type code. For Associated Application option, the other disposition type
code and purpose/activity description will have to be selected.
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4.

Purpose/Activity Type description is “Surface Materials – Silica Sand” since this is the same description
approved under ALR170003. Select under field name “Purpose of Disposition”.


Figure 8 - Perusing the Dispositions Application Confirmation page

Recall, the purpose/activity description of an SML application should be consistent with the purpose/activity
description of the ALR Activity number provided in support of the application.
5.

Click on the Next button to advance to the Edit Contact page.

Edit your details on the contact page where applicable or else click the ‘Next’ button again to proceed to
the application page.

Figure 12 - Edit Application page (SML)
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Key in all mandatory fields including contact details, plan confirmation number, FNC number and an optional
ALR field. Here I typed in the ALR activity number successfully applied for in Chapter 2 (ALR170003).

6.

Click on the Next button to advance to the Upload Attachment page.

Notes:


The purpose/activity description of the ALR number provided in the field must match the
purpose/activity description of the SML/SMC application applied for. The only exception will be for an
SME disposition type.



Purpose/Activity Description on a LAT report attached to an SML or SMC disposition application must
match both the Purpose/Activity Description of the ALR number used in support of the SML or SMC
application submission and that of the SML and SMC disposition being applied for. While the LAT
report created for an SME application only needs to match with the purpose/activity of the SME
disposition application being made but not the ALR specified.



Purpose/Activity Description on an Application Supplement attached to an SMC or SML disposition
application must match both the Purpose/Activity Description of the ALR number used in support of
the SML or SMC application submission and that of the SML and SMC disposition being applied for.
While the purpose/activity description on an Application Supplement attached to an SME application
only needs to match with one another but not with the ALR number used on the web form.

Figure 13 - Upload Attachments page (SML)
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7.

Attach the encrypted package for the SML project’s CAD file or shapefile downloaded from the Plan
Confirmation Service.

8.

Attach the Application Supplement created for disposition type SML with purpose/activity description
“Surface Materials – Silica Sand”.

9.

Attach the LAT report created for disposition type SML with a purpose/activity description “Surface
Materials –Silica Sand”.

10. Attach the Land standing report.
11. As the wildlife survey indicator is set as ‘Yes’ from the LAT report attached for the SML disposition
type, a Wildlife survey must be attached. If the wildlife survey field is null on the LAT report, this
attachment will not be required but optional should you still wish to provide one.
NOTE:


The LAT report attached here is not to be mistaken for the LAT report attached for the ALR submission,
as they are entirely different. The LAT report for the ALR was created for an Aggregate Land Review
Request application while the one attached here is created for a Surface Materials Lease application.

12. Click on the Next button to proceed to the Edit Land page.

Figure 14 - Edit Land page (SML)
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13. Review the Land list extracted from the encrypted plan package, adding or deleting lands where
needed. Click Next to advance to the Disposition Application Confirmation page.
Peruse the confirmation page, clicking on the Edit links to edit any particular section of the web form. Once
satisfied, click on the next button to access the Disclaimer page.
Review the Terms of Use and Disclaimer statement and click on ‘I Agree and Submit’ button if you are in
agreement with the disclaimer.
A confirmation email will be sent to your email address with the SML disposition application form attached.
The ALR number used will be shown on the form as well.
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4

Troubleshooting ALR Application
submission Error Messages

Some error messages may be encountered when applying for an ALR Activity number or when using it in
support of either an SML, SMC or SME Application submission.

4.1 Invalid Shapefile Disposition Types are not correct
This implies that the encrypted plan package uploaded in support of an ALR application contains an invalid
disposition code i.e. one which is not ALR. The survey drawing and plan uploaded to the Plan Confirmation
Service should contain an ALR disposition code in the shapefile’s attribute file (.dbf) under the field name
DISP_TYPE or if a CAD file was drafted, it should be listed under Level/Layer 40 as ALR.

Figure 15 – ‘Invalid Shapefile Disposition Types are not correct’ error message

To resolve this, verify the encrypted package uploaded is one derived from a survey plan/drawing where
the disposition code only reflects ALR.

24
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4.2 The Purpose/Activity Type mismatch on ALR ‘Upload
Attachments’ page
As mentioned on


Page 10 (see notes on footer)

The Purpose/Activity description of the ALR being applied for must match the Purpose/Activity description
of the LAT report attached for the ALR application.

Figure 16 - Purpose/Activity Type mismatch error message on
‘Upload Attachments’ page (ALR Application)

To resolve this, ensure the Purpose/Activity description of the LAT report attached for the ALR submission
matches with the Purpose/Activity Description of ALR application being applied for. Therefore, in this case
I should have attached a LAT report with the Purpose/Activity description ‘Surface Materials – Silica Sand’,
which is the same as that of the ALR applied for.
An ALR activity number applied for can be used in support of an SME, SMC or SML disposition application
submission. The next error message pertains to those seen during an SML disposition application where
an ALR number is provided.
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4.3 ALR Disposition does not exist in EDS Internal
Application
A valid ALR activity number which was issued from within the Electronic Disposition system is required for
use, in support of an SML, SME or SMC application.
The error message below indicates an invalid ALR activity number has been provided for use with this SML
application.

Figure 17 - ALR number does not exist in EDS internal
Application error message (SML Application)
To simply resolve this error message, a valid ALR Activity number issued within EDS must be supplied.
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4.4 WAIR or WAIF must be attached and not both
When Yes is answered to the question “Does this application impact wetlands?” only one of either the WAIR
or WAIF may be uploaded, which is an optional attachment for an ALR application. Both documents cannot
be attached at the same time. I attached them both here which resulted in the error message below
displayed.

Figure 18 - WAIR or WAIF must be attached and not both

To resolve this, you must only upload either of the two documents, none at all but not both the WAIR and
WAIF.

4.5 Purpose/Activity Type mismatch on SML ‘Edit
Application’ page
The Purpose/Activity Type description on an ALR Activity number supplied in support of an SML disposition
application must correspond with the Purpose/Activity Type description of the SML disposition application
being applied for.
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Figure 19- Purpose/Activity Type mismatch error message on
‘Edit Application’ page (SML application)

To resolve this error message, ensure the ALR activity number provided does have the same
purpose/activity type description as the SML disposition application being applied for.
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4.6 Purpose/Activity Type mismatch on Application
Supplement attached to an SML application
submission
EDS has a validation check to ensure that the Purpose/Activity Type description on an Application
Supplement attached to an SML application matches the Purpose/Activity Type description of the SML
being applied for and the ALR Activity number used in conjunction with the submission.

Figure 20 - Purpose/Activity Type mismatch on an
Application Supplement attached to an SML submission

To resolve this error, an Application Supplement with the same Purpose/Activity Type description to match
that of the ALR activity number supplied and the SML application applied for should be attached. In this
case, I should have attached an Application Supplement with the Purpose/Activity Type “Surface Materials
– Silica Sand” which is the same description as the ALR activity number provided and that of the SML
application being applied for.
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4.7 Purpose/Activity Type mismatch on LAT report
attached to an SML application submission
Here, there is a mismatch between the Purpose/Activity Type description on the LAT report attached when
compared with that of the SML application being applied for and that of the ALR Activity number provided.

Figure 21 - Purpose/Activity Type mismatch on a LAT report attached to an SML submission

To resolve this error message, the LAT report attached should have the same purpose/activity description
as the SML application being applied for and that of the ALR Activity number supplied.
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